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Abstract—Existing partial geo-replication systems do not always provide optimal cost or latency, because their replication decisions are based on statically established data access popularity metrics, regardless of the application types. We demonstrate that additional reduction in cost and latency can be achieved by 1) using the right object attributes for making replication decisions for each type of application, 2) using multi-attribute-based replications, and 3) combining the popularity-based but reactive approach with the more random but proactive approach to data replication. Toward this end, we propose Acorn, an Attribute-based COntinuous partial geo-ReplicatioN system, and its prototype implementation based on Apache Cassandra. Experiments with two types of global-scale, data-sharing applications demonstrate up to 54% and 90% cost overhead reduction over existing systems or 38% and 91% latency overhead reduction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many partial geo-replication systems have been recently introduced, including [1]–[5], to address the cost of geo-replication, which increases as the number of datacenters grow. They lower cost by replicating data only to where it is likely to be consumed, and their performance depends on the quality of the future data access predictions, typically based on the history of data accesses. They use access statistics of a specific data attribute like “user” for making replication decisions; some systems use the attribute “user” directly [1]–[3], while others use it indirectly [4], [5]. The latter systems use access statistics of tablets, which horizontally partition objects by a range of keyspaces – most often by users.

They work well with private data-sharing applications like social network applications; however, not with public data-sharing applications such as YouTube and Flickr, where data is accessed through various channels, not just through users (friends). Another limitation of existing solutions is that they do not explore the potential for compound, multi-attribute metrics to drive their replication actions. Lastly, not all future accesses can be predicted with the attribute-popularity-based replication systems; for example, an object with a new attribute that has never happened before cannot be proactively replicated to datacenters until the first request to those attributes is made. To address the shortcomings of the existing systems, we propose Acorn, an Attribute-based COntinuous partial geo-ReplicatioN system, which achieves lower cost and latency than existing systems with three design principles; a) Use the right attribute for each application, b) Use multiple attributes, and c) Use continuous replications.

This paper makes the following contributions. (1) We describe Acorn – a partial geo-replication solution for large-scale, data-sharing applications. Acorn monitors object attribute access popularity for making replication decisions, using simple design principles that benefit both public and private data-sharing applications, thus lowering cost and latency. (2) We implement Acorn by extending Apache Cassandra [6]. (3) We evaluate Acorn with two types of data-sharing applications: a public data-sharing application with YouTube access traces and a private data-sharing application generated from a Yelp dataset [7]. This demonstrates up to 54.28% and 89.91% cost overhead reduction over existing, user-based systems or 37.73% and 90.90% latency overhead reduction.

II. ATTRIBUTE-BASED DATA REPLICAUTION

To explore the design space of geo-replication solutions, we classify replication models as follows: a) Full replication: makes replicas to all datacenters. This is what most replicated systems do, including Cassandra, HBase, and MySQL Cluster. It has the highest replication cost and the lowest data access latency. b) No-active replication: stores data only in local datacenters. When a requested object is not in the local datacenter, it is fetched from a remote datacenter, and a local replica is made. Caching systems, including CDN systems, follow this model. It has the lowest cost and the highest latency. c) Partial replication: selectively makes remote replicas based on the access statistics of objects or metadata. d) Partial replication with future knowledge: replicates data only to where it will be accessed in the future. It is a theoretic model with both the lowest cost and the lowest latency.

We use the following three design principles to achieve low-cost geo-replication and provide low-latency data accesses.

A. Use the right attributes for each type of application.

Different types of applications have different data access patterns. In private data-sharing applications, such as Facebook or Snapchat, objects are accessed mostly through friends, thus making “user” the best attribute to monitor and predict future accesses. On the other hand, public data-sharing applications, such as YouTube or Flickr, have diverse sources of accesses. For example, YouTube has the majority (63%) of its accesses from non-user-based (non-social) channels, like search and in-application navigation [8]. For these applications, “topic” is a better attribute for making replication decisions than “user”. Figure 1 shows an example of topic’s strong data access locality both geographically and temporally. Videos with the topic “Wimbledon” are mostly accessed from North and South America and Europe from Jan. 1st to June 7th, so they don’t need to be replicated to Africa, Asia, or Australia.

B. Use multiple attributes.

Multi-attribute-based replications have lower cost under a latency SLO (service level objective), or lower latency under a cost SLO, compared to
Fig. 1: (a) Access locations of YouTube videos with the topic “Wimbledon” from Jan. 1st to June 7th, 2014. It is from our YouTube access dataset, which is explained in more detail in Section V. The size of each circle represents the number of accesses. “Wimbledon” becomes globally popular after June 7th, because the event starts at the end of June. (b) The number of accesses to the same videos per week in 2014.

Fig. 2: Cost and latency comparison of single- vs. multi-attribute-based replications. S, M, S+R, and NA represent single-attribute based replication, multi-attribute based replication, single-attribute based replication plus extra random replicas, no-active replication, and full replication, respectively.

C. Use continuous replications. To achieve further cost or latency reduction SLO constraints on top of the attribute-popularity-based access predictions, you can add as many extra random replicas as needed to meet your SLO constraints. This “continuous” replication allows a replication system to meet the SLOs without having to settle for suboptimal ones. In Figure 3(a), when you have a latency SLO $Lat_n$, you can use attribute $attr_n$ with cost $Cost_n$. As the latency SLO becomes smaller (as users want faster responses), you can add as many extra replicas as needed to meet the new SLO, as in the blue line of the figure until the cost becomes $Cost_{n+1}$, at which point you can use the next attribute $attr_{n+1}$. Without continuous replication, you would have to use attribute $attr_{n+1}$, resulting in a higher cost depicted in the red area in the figure. In the same manner, continuous replication brings latency reduction as depicted in the red area in Figure 3(b).

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

Acorn consists of Acorn servers and a client library that applications link against, as shown in Figure 4. Metadata DB consists of attribute popularity tables and object location tables.

Attribute popularity monitor. Acorn servers in each datacenter monitor popularity of each attribute independently from other datacenters using a sliding time window per each attribute, as shown in Figure 5. Popularity of an attribute item...
Popularity synchronization between datacenters. Acorn synchronizes attribute popularity metadata periodically with remote datacenters. An attribute popularity synchronizer node, selected from Acorn servers in a datacenter, proxies the synchronization, which is similar to what Cassandra’s coordinator node does with the inter-datacenter communication. At every synchronization epoch, a synchronizer node calculates changes in popularity items since the previous epoch, i.e., newly popular items and items that are no longer popular, and broadcasts them to remote datacenters.

Partial replications. Upon a write request, Acorn makes replication decisions independently in each datacenter based on its attribute popularity snapshots of remote datacenters. Unlike existing work (placement manager of SpanStore [2] or configuration service of Tuba [5]), Acorn does not involve any global component when making replication decisions, enabling low latency and high availability. After writing an object in a datacenter, Acorn updates the object location metadata, which is looked up when an Acorn server misses the object in the local datacenter and needs to fetch it from a remote datacenter.

A read request first looks for an object in a local datacenter; then, if it misses, it then fetches the object from the closest (the one with the lowest network latency) remote datacenter.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

We implement Acorn by modifying Apache Cassandra [6]. We modify the write path so that the StorageProxy module writes objects to the local datacenter and to a subset of remote datacenters by checking their attributes against attribute popularity snapshots of remote datacenters. Since the number of replicas could be smaller than what full replication would do, CL (consistency level) is internally modified so that the number of acknowledgements for which a client waits does not exceed the number of replicas. StorageProxy, after writing an object to local object DB, updates the object location table for future on-demand fetch operations. Read serves a requested object from a local datacenter first, and, when it misses the object, it fetches the object from the closest remote datacenter. The request is notified to attribute popularity monitor asynchronously.

Acorn’s popularity monitor uses Cassandra counters [9] internally to monitor the popularity of each attribute item. The counters are “eventually” consistent, just like any other writes and reads with their CLs less than Quorum. They serve Acorn’s purpose very well for the two reasons; a) We prefer performance and scalability over strong consistency. b) Within a local datacenter, which is the scope of the monitoring, inconsistencies requiring conflict resolutions rarely occur.

V. EVALUATION

We evaluate Acorn by comparing it with existing, user-based systems in terms of cost and latency using two types of applications: a public and a private data-sharing application.

Experimental setup. The public data-sharing application workload was gathered from an extensive crawling of Twitter; we crawled tweets that have both YouTube links and coordinates using the Snowball crawling method [10] with periodic random seedings to prevent the crawler from being biased towards nodes with a high number of edges. The workload had 2.3 M YouTube videos, 833 K users, and 7.2 M accesses to the videos. For the private data-sharing application, we used a Yelp dataset [7], which had 1.1 M reviews, 253 K users, and a 956 K-edge social network graph. From the dataset, we built social network application requests; users check the latest reviews from their friends, just like Facebook users check the status updates of their friends [3]. We set up a simulated multi-datacenter testbed at Georgia Institute of Technology with real-world network latencies among datacenters.

Evaluation metrics. To compare replication models independently from application sizes or object sizes, we use cost and latency overhead as evaluation metrics. We define cost overhead $CO$ of a replication model as a relative cost to the minimum cost, which is the cost of the no-active replication model (NA): 

$$CO = (Cost - Cost_{NA}) / Cost_{NA}.$$ 

In the same manner, we define latency overhead $LO$ as a relative latency to the minimum latency: 

$$LO = (Lat - Lat_{Full}) / Lat_{Full}.$$ 

The partial replication with future knowledge model has a $LO$ 0 and a $CO$ 0, which is every partial geo-replication system’s ultimate goal.

The right attributes for each application. Figure 6 demonstrates different types of applications have different attributes that replication decisions can be made best out of. In the public data-sharing application, data is accessed through various channels, and the “user”-based channel is not the best one for making replication decisions. In this case, “topic” captures the popularity of objects better than “user”. In the private data-sharing application, where data is shared among friends, “user” is a natural choice. A natural follow-up question is how do you know which attributes are the best for your application? Sometimes they are trivial for application designers; for example, in social network applications, where checking status updates of friends is the most-used feature, it...
is trivial that “user” is the best attribute. Other applications can find their attributes with trial runs of Acorn with some initial part of the data. For example, with a trial run of only 3% of the public data-sharing application workload, we identified that “topic” was a better attribute than “user”.

Multi-attribute based replication. In both public and private data-sharing applications, multi-attribute based replications outperform single-attribute based ones under SLO constraints, as shown in Figure 7: up to 23% and 83% cost overhead reductions in the public and private data-sharing applications, respectively, and up to 4.2% and 86% latency overhead reductions.

Continuous replication. Figure 8(a) compares the cost of a continuous replication system with the cost of a non-continuous replication system under latency SLO constraints. When the latency SLO is high, i.e., when the storage system has a good latency budget, the system can be configured to no-active replication model and run with the lowest cost. As the latency SLO decreases, the system needs to move from a no-active replication model to user-based to topic-based to (user+topic)-based, and finally to full replication model to meet the decreased latency SLO. A non-continuous replication system needs to follow the red line to meet the new latency SLO, resulting in a bigger cost jump than a continuous replication system, which needs only a small amount of extra replicas to meet the same SLO. Our experiments with the public data-sharing application workload demonstrate that the continuous replication system has an average cost reduction of 40.62% over the non-continuous replication system. In the same manner, the continuous replication system has an average latency reduction of 35.00% over the non-continuous replication system under cost SLO constraints as shown in Figure 8(b).

Overall, Acorn achieves up to 54.28% and 89.91% cost overhead reduction and 37.73% and 90.90% latency overhead reduction for the public and private data-sharing applications over existing partial replication systems.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We explore the attribute-based partial geo-replications in multi-datacenter environment with the three key ideas: a) Use the right attributes for each application, b) Use multiple attributes, and c) Use continuous replications. We evaluate the idea with our prototype implementation of Acorn and demonstrate considerable reductions in cost and latency with two types of data-sharing applications. Future work will investigate fault-tolerance issues arising from a reduced number of object replicas, deletion or offloading unpopular objects to cold storage, and partial replication under client-defined constraints, e.g., favoring private datacenters over public datacenters due to capital vs. operational expenditure.
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